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TRACIE L. BISHOP. The Development of Methodology for the Examination 
of Interhelical Distances of a Bacteriorhodopsin Mutant Using the 
Heterobifunctional Cross-linker 4-(N -maleimido )benzophenone. 
Bacteriorhodopsin (BR) is the sole protein found in the purple 
membrane of Halobacteria salinarium. The chromophore of BR, all-
trans retinal, is bound to the apoprotein of BR via a protonated Schiff 
base linkage to the E-amino group of Lys216. The protonated all-trans 
retinal isomerizes to the deprotonated I3-cis retinal upon the absorption 
of light. This light induced chromophore isomerization triggers a cycle 
of proton pumping from the cytosol to the extracellular side of the 
membrane (one H+ per trans to cis isomerization). This proton pumping 
creates a gradient across the membrane which can be used by the 
bacterium to synthesize ATP under anaerobic conditions. 
Although the photocycle and the structure of BR have been studied 
extensively, the exact distances between the seven a-helices of BR have 
yet to be totally elucidated. In this thesis, the development of the 
methodology for using the molecular ruler, 4-(N-
maleimido)benzophenone (MBP), to further map interhelical distances of 
BR is presented. First the parameters of cross-linking with MBp· in a 
model study with the tripeptide glutathione is developed. MBP is found 
to react with the cysteine residue in glutathione and to photo-insert into 
C-H bonds as shown by mass spectrometry (MS) and high performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC) data. Next the cross-linking methodology 
IS applied to a BR system consisting of a site directed mutant of BR. 
The male imide portion of MBP is specific for sulfhydryl groups, 
however there are no native .. cysteine residues in BR. A site-directed 
mutant of BR (T121C) is used which has a Thr replaced by a Cys at 
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position 121. So, MBP will only react with this Cys residue which resides 
in the hydrophobic interior of BR. The benzophenone portion of MBP 
can then be photoactivated to a biradical triplet excited state. This 
excited state will insert into C-H bonds 10 A from to the maleimide-
Cys 121 bond (the distance between the two functional groups of MBP IS 
10 A). Using the Henderson model of BR and molecular modeling, 
amino acid residues which are possible candidates for photoinsertion by 
MBP are determined. 
Experimental data suggests the formation of a MBP-Cys 121 bond 
within T 121 C. And the molecular weight of the CNBr digest fragments of 
the postulated photolysis fragments have been determined by MALDI 
mass spectrometry. 
Using the analytical techniques HPLC and MS, the methodology for 
cross-linking with MBP has been developed. Application of this cross-
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1.1 Bacteriorhodopsin: Structure and Function 
Oesterhelt & Stoeckenius (1971, 1973) coined the name 
Bacteriorhodopsin (BR) for the sole protein found In the purple 
membrane of Halobacteria salinarium. The name BR was given to the 
protein because it shares the retinal chromophore with the only other 
known retinal (vitamin A aldehyde) containing pigment at that time, 
rhodopsin. Oesterhelt & Stoeckenius In the early 1970' s postulated that 
BR is a light driven proton-pump which uses a proton gradient to 
synthesize A TP under anaerobic conditions. Since that time, much work 
has been done to further determine the photocycle and structure of BR. 
Based on the photocycle of BR, the protein can be broken down into 
three domains: 1) the Schiff base linkage between all-trans retinal and 
the €-amino group of Lys216 (Figure 1-1), 2) the region of proton uptake 
from the cytosol, and 3) the region of proton release into the 
extracellular space (Lanyi, 1993). The movement of a H+ through these 
domains during the photocycle produces photointermediates of BR 
which are named K, L, M, N, and 0 (Figure 1-2). The photocycle begins 
with the native BR bound to its chromophore all-trans retinal. Upon the 
absorption of light, the first proton is released from domain 1 to domain 
2 as the all-trans retinal photoisomerizes to 13-cis retin al 
(photointermediate K) and donates its proton to Asp85 (during the L --> 
M transition). From Asp85 and possibly other residues in domain 2, a 
proton is released into the extracellular side of the membrane. Asp96 in 
domain 3 is protonated from the cytosol and subsequently donates this 
proton to reprotonate the Schiff base. In this N --> 0 transition, 13-cis 
retinal IS isomerized to all-trans retinal, and the photocycle can begin 
again (Krebs et aI., 1993). One turn of the photocycle takes 
approximately 5 ms at room temperature and at pH 7 (Ebrey, 1993). 
This photocycle IS one of the best characterized ionic pumps on the 
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molecular level (Krebs et al., 1993; Ebrey, 1993; Lanyi, 1993; Khorana, 
1993; Khorana, 1988; Soppa et aI., 1989; and Henderson, 1977). 
Understanding this ionic transport through BR can help in determining 
ionic flow through other transmembrane proteins. The continuous 
efforts of groups to map the retinal binding site will help in 
characterizing BR's photocycle by distinguishing which amIno acid 
residues are available for proton transportation. 
The 3-D structure of integral membrane proteins can be very difficult 
to determine. The characterization of the native protein becomes 
troublesome as the protein is "hidden" within the lipid bilayer. In 
addition, conformational changes of the protein may occur with the 
removal of the protein from its hydrophobic lipid environment. But 
there has been much success In determining the structure of the integral 
membrane protein bacteriorhodopsin. By using BR as a model for other 
seven helical integral membrane proteins, assumptions can be made 
about the structure of these lipid bilayer bound proteins which have 
been difficult to determine in the past. Also BR belongs to a class of 
transmembrane proteins which have retinal as the chromophore. 
Knowing the environment of the retinal binding pocket of BR may be 
helpful in determining the chrornophore binding region for other retinal 
binding proteins as well. 
As mentioned previously, the 3-D structure and the retinal binding 
site of BR have been extensively studied. A three dimensional picture of 
BR as oriented in the purple membrane and a two dimensional picture 
depiction of the sequence of the 248 amino acid residues are given in 
Figure 1-3 and Figure 1-4, respectively. The probable environment of the 
chromophore in the protein has been probed by such techniques as 
photoaffinity labeling (Huang et al., 1982; Ding et al., 1990; Boehm e t 
al., 1990; Feng et al., 1994), site-directed mutagenesis (Feng et al., 1994; 
Krebs et aI., 1993; Soppa et ~al., 1989; Khorana, 1988; Khorana, 1993), site-
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directed cysteine mutants containing a spIn label (Altenbach et al., 
1994), retinal analogs (Crouch, 1986), and cryo-electron diffraction 
(Henderson et a/., 1990). These studies and others suggest amino acid 
residues and their orientations which are surrounding the chromophore 
in the binding pocket. For example, the amino acid side chains have 
been found to be pointing inward towards the chromophore which 
would be expected for their role in proton translocation (Henderson e t 
a/., 1990). The current model of BR comes from the high resolution 
electron cryo-microscopy (HRECM) by Henderson et ale (1990, 1975). A 
o 
map of BR structure with a resolution of 3.5 A (in the direction parallel 
o 
to the membrane) and lOA (in the direction perpendicular to the 
membrane) has been constructed from the HRECM experiments. 
However, more work needs to be done in order to determine the exact 
structure of BR. In this thesis, I will describe the development of new 
methodology for examining BR structure using the heterobifunctional 
cross-linker 4-(N-maleimido)benzophenone (MBP). This methodology 
can ultimately be used in mapping interhelical distances of BR as 
discussed below. 
1.2 MBP: Heterobifunctional Cross-linker and Molecular Ruler 
MBP is composed of two reactive regIons (Figure 1-5). First is the 
maleimide portion which will react specifically with the sulfhydryl 
groups of cysteine residues (Figure 1-7). Once MBP is successfully bound 
to the cysteine residue, the second reactive region of MBP, the 
benzophenone portion, can be photoactivated to a triplet biradical 
excited state (ES3). This ES3 incorporates into the protein by an 
abstraction-insertion mechanism where ES3 first abstracts a hydrogen 
atom from a C-H bond and' secondly inserts into that C-H bond (Galardy 
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et at., 1973; Walling et aI., 1965; Ledger et aI., 1972) (Figure 1-6). ES3 
inserts into C-H bonds within 10 A from to the maleimide-Cysl21 bond 
(the distance between the two functional groups of MBP is 10 A). Unlike 
other photoinduced excited states such as carbenes and nitrenes, the 
benzophenone ES3 is not reactive with water molecules. Also the ES3 is 
not as reactive as nitrenes and carbenes and therefore produces fewer 
cross-linking byproducts (products of reactions other than with a simple 
C-H bond) (Tao et at., 1986; Galardy et at., 1973; Peters et al., 1977; Das 
et al., 1979; Ledger et aI., 1972). 
MBP has been used with much success In several cross-linking studies. 
MBP has been cross-linked to actin monomers to probe their inter- and 
intra- subunit interactions (Tao et at., 1985), to rabbit tropomyosin (Tao 
et aI., 1986) to determine tropomyosin-troponin interactions, and to 
many other substances to identify ligand-protein and protein-protein 
interactions (Leszyk et at., 1987, 1988; Strasburg et aI., 1988; Rajasekhara 
et aI., 1989, 1991; Wang et at., 1990; Doi et aI., 1991, 1992, Agarwal et at., 
1991; Basu et aI., 1993; Artemyer et aI., 1993; Hardwick et aI., 1983). 
Although these groups have had successful cross-linking results with MBP, 
it is important to establish that we can employ MBP as a cross-linker 
using the tools available in our laboratory. A model cross-linking study 
with a small peptide is discussed below. 
1.3 Glutathione: A Model Cross-linking Study 
MBP has been found to be an effective cross-linker in this model 
study with the tripeptide glutathione. MBP incorporation into 
glutathione is established by fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry 
(FAB-MS). Also, photolysis products from the irradiation of MBP-
glutathione are identified by FAB-MS (Figure 1-8). After the success of 
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this model cross-linking study, this methodology is applied to a BR 
system which entails the use of MS and HPLC for the detection of the 
cross-linking of MBP with T121C, a BR mutant (Figure 1-9), 
Although MBP is used as a cross-linker in the model study, it IS hoped 
that ultimately MBP will also function as a molecular ruler within 
T121C. As mentioned earlier, the distances between the two reactive 
o 
regions of MBP is 10 A. So by cross-linking MBP within T121C, 
o 
interhelical distances of BR can be determined within lOA. The viability 
of T 121 C as a model for BR structure is discussed in the next section. 
1.4 T121e: A Model for Wild Type Bacteriorhodopsin 
BR has no native cysteine residues. By inserting a cysteine into the 
protein by site-directed mutagenesis, a mutant can be produced which 
has a single sulfhydryl group in a specific location within the protein. 
By using a sulfhydryl specific affinity reagent, the maleimide moiety in 
MBP, the cross-linker will be inserted into the protein at this 
predetermined position. The BR mutant I will be using, T121C, has been 
synthesized by Yan Feng in Dr. Crouch's lab (Feng et a!., 1994). 
The rationale behind the design of the mutant T 121 C is described In 
detail by Feng et ale (1994). Briefly, the location of the amino acid 
residue which will be replaced with a cysteine residue has to meet 
certain criteria. The site of the point mutation must: 1) be proximal to 
the chromophore, 2) have a minimal change in amino acid side chain 
SIze, and 3) have a minimal change in electrochemical properties. Feng 
uses the Henderson model of BR (Henderson et al., 1990) and the 
molecular modeling software SYBYL to predict amino acid candidates for 
the point mutation to cysteine. The replacement of Thr121 on helix D, 
Metl18 also on helix D, and Ser141 on helix E by cysteine are found to 
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meet these three requirements. 
Although Feng is very conservative In her choices of cysteine mutant 
candidates, the point mutation can still alter protein structure reflected 
by deviations of the mutant's behavior from expected WT-BR 
characteristics. For example, Serl4lCys does not form a pigment with 
all-trans retinal. A desirable point mutation will not have an effect on 
protein conformation and hence protein functions. This is important 
SInce a BR mutant will be used to describe wild type BR (WT -BR) 
structure. So a BR mutant must be used which has similar 
characteristics to the native BR. Feng finds Tl2lC and Ml18C have 
similar proton pumping efficiencies, absorbance maxima, and 
photocycles to the WT -BR. 
Confident these mutants do not significantly alter BR structure, Feng 
attempts to cross-link the mutants to the retinal analog 4-bromoretinal. 
While Ml18C is found to bind to the retinal analog, T121C does not. 
Presumably Cys 121 is not orientated in a favorable position in which 
interaction with the retinal analog is possible. However Cys 118 is close 
enough to the chromophore to form a bond. 
So because Cys 121 is not oriented towards the chromophore, MBP 
possibly can bind to T 121 C even with the chromophore bound to Lys216. 
Having the chromophore intact during the cross-linking studies IS 
desirable because proton pumping studies can be performed on T 121 C-
MBP (MBP binding only to Cys 121). Just as it is important the mutant 
have similar characteristics as the native protein, it is also important 
TI21C-MBP have characteristics similar to the native protein. In order to 
use cross-linking data from T121C to map interhelical distances of BR, 
the mutant and TI2IC-MBP must be shown to be reliable models, I.e. 
they must be structurally similar to the native BR. As shown earlier, 
Feng has established T121C as a suitable model for BR. In the present 
.-
study, T 121 C and T 121 C-MBP are found to have similar absorbance 
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spectra and proton pumpIng efficiencies to each other. This suggests the 
incorporation of MBP into T 121 C does not significantly alter the 
structure of the apoprotein of T121C. Therefore, T121C-MBP can also be 
used as a model for BR structure. 
1.5 Molecular Modeling: Prediction of Photocross-linking Sites 
By uSIng molecular modeling, predictions can be made as into which 
amIno acid residues will MBP photoinsert. With much help from Dr. E. 
Starr Hazard, the following tasks have been performed: 1) T 121 C has 
been constructed, 2) MBP has been constructed, 3) amino acid residues 
o 
within 10 A from Cys121 have been calculated (Figure 1-10), and 4) a 
preliminary picture of MBP bound to Cys121 has been designed (Figure I-
ll). All calculations are made based on the Henderson BR model (1990) 
and are performed on the SYBYL software by TRIPOS Associates at the 
Bimolecular Computing Resource in the MUSC library. 
1.6 Significance 
Determination of the exact sites of the photoinsertion of MBP into 
T121C will enable interhelical distances of T121C and BR to be 
evaluated. The distance between the maleimide-Cys 121 bond and the 
o 
photoinsertion site is lOA. Therefore the distance between the 
o 
respective a-helices will also be 10 A. The methodology developed In 
this project for cross-linking MBP to T121C and the subsequent 
determination of the protein's interhelical distances can be added to the 
existing methods currently used to examine BR structure. 
As discussed earlier, BR structure is important because BR IS used as a 
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model for other transmembrane proteins such as retinal binding proteins 
(Spudich et al., 1988; Henderson, 1977), G-protein-linked family of 
receptors (Khorana, 1993, 1988; Pardo et al., 1992; Finlay et al., 1990), 
and proteins which serve as IonIC pumps (Lanyi, 1993). Therefore a 
better understanding of BR structure will lead to a better understanding 
of a wide range of integral membrane proteins. 
BR has also been suggested as a possible biomaterial for applications 
tn such areas as information storage, information processing, and 
biosensors. Use of BR in technological systems is based on the basic 
properties of BR. A few examples of these qualities are: 1) BR is easily 
isolated in large quantities, 2) much is known about the structure and 
functions of BR, and 3) BR IS a light-driven proton pump which creates 
an electrochemical gradient (Oesterhelt et aI., 1991). 
1.7 Specific Aims 
With this introduction, the objective, hypothesis, and specific alms of 
this master's thesis are as follows: 
Objective: To develop methodology for examInIng BR structure 
uSIng the BR mutant T121C and the molecular ruler MBP. 
Hypothesis: The use of a molecular ruler to probe BR structure will 
become a new tool for the further examination of this integral membrane 
protein. 
Specific Aims: 
1) To develop methodology for cross-linking MBP USIng a model 
peptide, glutathione (Chapter 2) 
2) To apply MBP-glutathione cross-linking methodology to the BR 
mutant Tl2lC (Chapter 4) 
9 
3) To predict photocross-linking sites of MBP within the 
hydrophobic interior of T121C (Chapter 3). 
10 
Figure 1-1. Chromophore Attachment to Lys216. Protonated 
Schiff base linkage between the chromophore of BR, all-trans retinal, 
and lysine 216. 
1 1 

Figure 1-2. Photocycle of Bacteriorhodopsin. The photo cycle 
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Figure 1-3. Three Dimensional Picture of 
Bacteriorhodopsin. A 3-D picture of BR in the membrane as 




Figure 1-4. Two Dimensional Picture of Bacteriorhodopsin. 
2-D representation of BR in the membrane as depicted by Feng et al. 
(1994). Key amino acid residues are indicated. eNBr cleavage sites 
are designated by lines. 
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Figure 1-5. 4- (N -maleimido) benzophenone Structure. 2-D 
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Benzophenone Group: 
upon photolysis, 
inserts into C-H bonds 
Figure 1-6. Benzophenone Abstraction/Insertion 
Mechanism. The abstraction/insertion mechanism of the biradical, 
triplet excited state of benzophenone into C-H bonds as adapted from 
Pine (1987). 
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hv . .. 3 
(C6HS)2C=O • (C6HS)2C-O (ES ) 
• • •• 
(C6HS)2C-O + RH • (C6HS)2C-OH + R 
• • 
(C6HS)2C-OH + R • (C6HS)2CR-OH 
Figure 1-7. Mechanism for the Formation of the Maleimide-
Cysteine Bond. Mechanism for the reaction between the 
maleimide portion of MBP and a cysteine residue. The maleimide-
Cys bond produced is the result of the net addition of the S-H group 





U · .. 
Figure 1-8. FAB-MS: MBP-Glutathione and MBP-
Glutathione hv. FAB-MS data for (a) MBP-glutathione and (b) 
MBP-glutathione hv. These data illustrate the formation of the 
maleimide-Cys bond and of the production of photolysis products, 
respecti vely. 
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MBP-Glutathione 
mass expected (MH+) = 58).61 
mass observed (MH+) = 585.10 
MBP-Glutathione hv 
mass expected (MIt) = 1169.2 
mass observed (MH) = 1169.5 
Figure 1 ... 9. Flow Chart: Cross ... linking Methodology for 
Model Study.. This flow chart represents the experimental design 
to be used in the model MBP cross-linking study with glutathione. 
This cross-linking protocol will be applied to the T 121 C study. 
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Figure 1-10. Predicted Sites of MBP Photoinsertion. Amino 
acid residues of Tl2lC which are candidates for photoinsertion by 
MBP. Residues are chosen based on the molecular modeling study in 
Chapter 3. 
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Fragment 6 Fragment 7 Fragment 9 
Tyr,79 Gly 113 Gly 120 Trp 137 Tyr 185 
Tyr 83 Ala 114 Cys 121 Trp 138 Pro 186 
Trp 86 Asp 115 Gly 122 Ala 139 Trp 189 
Gly 116 Leu 123 lIe 140 Leu 190 
lIe 117 Val 124 Ser 141 
Met 118 Gly 125 Thr 142 
lIe 119 Ala 126 Met 145 Retinal 
Figure 1-11. TI21C-MBP Representation. Computer generated 
picture of a possible orientation of MBP within the hydrophobic 




Model Cross-linking Study: Glutathione 
22 
Introduction 
The objective of this research is to develop methodology for cross-
linking the molecular ruler MBP to the BR mutant T121C. T121C is a 
large protein consisting of 248 amino acids and a molecular weight of 26 
kdaltons. Therefore the protocol for cross-linking with MBP is first 
determined on a smaller, simpler peptide. The tripeptide glutathione 
which contains a single cysteine residue has been used for this model 
study. Such a model study on a simple peptide serves two purposes: 1) 
to show that MBP does in fact bind to cysteine residues and also 
undergoes the photolysis insertion into C-H bonds, and 2) to establish 
that these reactions can be identified using the techniques available in 
our laboratory, HPLC and MS. 
Mass spectrometers employing fast atom bombardment (FAB) or 
matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) techniques are know 
to ionize intact proteins. Also FAB-MS and MALDI-MS have both been 
shown to be useful in the analysis of polypeptides (Barber et aI., 1981; 
Schey et ai., 1992; Biemann, 1992). But as mentioned earlier, T121C is a 
large protein. The FAB mass spectrometer in our lab has a mass range of 
up to 14,000 daltons, but sensitivity falls off significantly above a few 
thousand daltons. The usable mass range for tandem mass spectrometry 
is limited by current technology to peptides up to about 2500 daltons. 
So, it is necessary to cleave T 121 C with CNBr into smaller pieces which 
have molecular weights in the mass range of FAB-MS. These digestion 
peptide fragments can be separated by HPLC for analysis by MS. A 
second reason for cleaving the protein into smaller peptides is to identify 
the MBP-Cys121 bond in T121C-MBP. With the incorporation of MBP into 
T 121 C, only the CNBr digest fragment containing Cys 121 should have a 
molecular weight Increase equal to that of MBP. Observance of the 
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molecular weight shift would confirm the MBP-Cys 121 bond. 
For the model cross-linking study, MBP-glutathione is subjected to the 
techniques which will be used to detect MBP within the hydrophobic 
interior of TI2le. First MBP is reacted with glutathione. The product, 
MBP-glutatione, is purified by HPLC, and the molecular weight is 
confirmed by FAB-MS. To examine the possibility the CNBr digestion 
necessary for the study with TI2IC may cleave the maleimide-Cys bond, 
MBP-glutathione is treated with CNBr. The digestion product is purified 
by HPLC, and analysis by FAB-MS indicates survival of the maleimide-Cys 
bond. Lastly, MBP-glutathione is irradiated for 30 minutes at 4° C with 
350 nm light. Photolysis products are separated by HPLC and identified 
by FAB-MS. 
From the model study, it is shown that: 1) MBP binds to glutathione 
which contains a single cysteine residue, 2) the bond between MBP nad 
cysteine 121 can survive CNBr cleavage, 3) the photolysis of MBP-
glutathione yields products consisting of two MBP-glutathione molecules 
bound together, and 4) these reaction products can be isolated by HPLC 
and detected by MS. 
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Materials and Methods 
Materials. The HPLC system used for this project consisted of a 
Waters 501 Dual Pump System, a Waters U6K injector, and a Waters 486 
Tunable Absorbance Detector (UV lamp was a deuterium arc lamp; path 
length was 10 mm; cell volume is 8 JlI). These components were linked 
to the Baseline 810 Chromatography Workstation via the Waters System 
Interface Module. All files were saved to disk, and hard copies were 
obtained on an NEC Pinwriter P6200 printer. The molecular weights of 
samples were obtained on a JEOL HX 11 O/HX 11 0 four sector mass 
spectrometer (operating in two sector mode) using cesuim ion 
bombardment ionization in glycerol matrix. Absorbance spectra were 
obtained on a Hewlett Packard Vectra 486/33L computer employing the 
UV -Visible General Scanning Software HP-89532A. Linked to the Hewlett 
Packard computer was the HP 8452A Diode-Array Spectrophotometer 
which has a deuterium lamp as the light source with a UV -Visible 
wavelength range of 190 nrn to 820 nm. Hard copies were obtained on a 
HP Desk Jet 500 printer. MBP was purchased from Molecular Probes, Inc. 
(Eugene, OR), and TFA was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc 
(Milwaukee, WI). HPLC grade water and acetonitrile were obtained from 
Curtin Matheson Scientific, Inc. Chempure Brand (Houston, TX). 
Glutathione, HEPES, NaCI, MgCI2 , glycerol, formic acid, and CNBr were 
purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). 
Methods. Synthesis of MBP-glutathione. Glutathione (mw=307.33 
g/mol) (100 mM) in Buffer A (500 JlI, where Buffer A was 10 mM HEPES, 
pH 7.87, 100 mM NaCI, and 1 mM MgCI2 ) and MBP (mw=277.28 g/mol) 
(100 mM) in acetonitrile (500 JlI) in a MBP:glutathione 1: 1 stoichiometry 
were allowed to react by stirring in the dark at room temperature for 24 
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hours. The reaction mixture was injected directly on HPLC for 
purification of the product MBP-glutathione. 
HPLC Purification of MBP-glutathione, CNBr Digested MBP-
glutathione, and MBP-glutathione hv. A Vydac 218TP54 C18 reverse 
phase column (25 cm x 4.6 mm) connected to a Waters HPLC system was 
used to purify MBP-glutathione. A 0-100% acetonitrile gradient over 30 
minutes was used to separate the reaction mixture. The solvent system 
was as follows: solvent A = 100% water + 0.1 % trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), 
and solvent B = 100% acetonitrile + 0.07% TFA. The absorbance was 
monitored at 214 nrn by a Waters 486 detector. HPLC fractions 
containing MBP-glutathione were pooled and lyophilized. 
CNBr Digestion. MBP-glutathione (3.7 mg, 6.3 x 10- 6 mol) and CNBr 
(90.0 mg, 8.5 x 10- 4 mol) in a 1: 135 stoichiometry, respectively, were 
dissolved In 70% formic acid (1 ml). This reaction mixture was stirred In 
the dark at room temperature for 24 hours in a nitrogen atmosphere. 
The final mixture was diluted to 50% formic acid (2 ml) for injection 
into the HPLC system for separation. 
Mass Spectrometry. The molecular weights of MBP-glutathione, CNBr 
treated MBP-glutathione, and MBP-glutathione hv were obtained on a 
JEOL HXI10/HX110 four sector mass spectrometer. This mass 
spectrometer ionizes samples by using the FAB technique. In FAB, the 
sample is located on a probe tip and is bombarded with cesium ions 
which desorb protonated molecular ions (denoted MH+). Peptides of 
molecular weight up to several thousand daltons can be detected with 
good sensitivity. HPLC fractions were lyophilized to remove solvent and 
were then dissolved in dimethyl formamide (DMF) (3 JlI) and mixed with 
glycerol (3 JlI) on the probe tip for mass spectrometric analysis. 
Photolysis of MBP-glutathione. MBP-glutathione (0.008 g, 1.37 x 10- 5 
mol) isolated by HPLC was "lyophilized to remove solvent and 
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resuspended in water (2.5 m!). The solution was purged with argon gas 
and then irradiated for 30 minutes at 4°C using the continuous wave 
apparatus Rayonet Photochemical Reactor RPR-IOO (New England 
o 
Ultraviolet). This instrument was equipped with sixteen type 3500 A 
wi th a sample cell as described by Beischel et al. (1 992) . 
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Results and Discussion 
MBP-glutathione (Figure 2-1), separated from any unreacted MBP and 
glutathione by HPLC, was collected and was analyzed by FAB-MS. The 
expected molecular weight of MBP-glutathione is 584.61 glmol, thus the 
expected MH+ to be detected by FAB-MS was 585.61 m/z. The ion 
detected by FAB was at m/z 585.10, and was concluded to be MBP-
glutathione (Figure 2-2). 
MBP-glutathione was then subjected to CNBr digestion. The HPLC 
chromatograph displayed a single peak which suggested no cleavage of 
the maleimide-Cys bond. This assumption was confirmed by FAB-MS 
analysis. Once again, an ion of molecular weight 585.10 m/z was 
observed which is consistent with the weight of MBP bound to 
glutathione (Figure 2-3). From these data, it appeared as though the 
maleimide-Cys bond was resistant to cleavage by CNBr. Also, other 
groups had successfully used CNBr digestion (Leszy k et al., 1987, 1988; 
Rajasekharan et al., 1989; Doi et al., 1992; Artemyer et al., 1993) with no 
reports of MBP cleavage. Therefore, based on the MBP-glutathione study 
and on the cases reported in the literature, T121C would be expected to 
undergo CNBr cleavage without destruction of the MBP-Cys linkage. 
With MBP successfully bound to the cysteine residue, the next step 
was to photolyze MBP-glutathione and to determine any photocross-
linking products. Before photo-cross-linking MBP to glutathione or 
T121e, a preliminary study was performed to probe the destructiveness 
of the UV light necessary for photoactivation to the ES3 on the native 
protein. Conformational changes of the protein due to UV radiation will 
alter photo-cross-linking results (Sutoh, 1980; Matheson et al., 1977), and 
application of these results towards a BR structure model will incorrectly 
map the retinal binding pocket and BR interhelical distances. 
" 
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Benzophenone can be photolyzed at long wavelengths (350 nm) to 
reach the ES3 (Galardy et aI., 1973). Previous groups working with MBP 
have reported using 350 nrn light to photolyze the benzophenone moiety 
(Strasburg et aI., 1988; Doi et al., 1991). According to absorbance spectra 
obtained during the preliminary photolysis study, no conformational 
changes are found to occur in T 121 C after 45 minutes of irradiation with 
350 nm light at 4°C. Based on the success of obtaining photolysis 
products using 350 nm light by previous groups coupled with the 
resistance of T 121 C to degradation by 350 nm light, 350 nm light was 
used to photo-excite MBP. 
MBP-glutathione was irradiated with 350 nm light for 30 minutes at 
4°C. The photolysis products were then separated by HPLC. The 
multiple peaks observed on the chromatograph (Figure 2-4) were 
probably due to benzophenone insertion into different C-H bonds within 
glutathione. Analysis of the HPLC fractions revealed an ion at m/z 
1169.5 (Figure 2-4). The expected mass of the MH+ ion of MBP-
glutathione-MBP-glutathione (MBP-glutathione hv) was 1169.2 m/z. 
Therefore, MBP-glutathione photoinserted into the C-H bonds of another 
MBP-glutathione as seen by the analysis of the irradiated sample by FAB-
MS. 
In conclusion, this model study has revealed four important facts. 
First, MBP was found to bind to glutathione which contains a single 
cysteine residue. Second, MBP-glutathione upon irradiation inserted into 
another MBP-glutathione molecule to form MBP-glutathione hv. Third, 
the maleimide-Cys bond was resistant to digestion by CNBr. Lastly, MBP-
glutathione and MBP-glutathione hv can be isolated and detected by 
HPLC and MS, which are the techniques to be used in the Tl2lC cross-
linking study. With the methodology for cross-linking with MBP 
established from this model study, cross-linking MBP with T12lC was 
attempted as described in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2-1. MBP-Glutathione. 2-D representation of MBP-
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Figure 2-2. MBP-Glutathione: FAB-MS & HPLC Data. (a) 
HPLC chromatograph of MBP-glutathione reaction mixture. The HPLC 
peak which contains MBP-glutathione is indicated, and (b) the result 
of the FAB-MS analysis of this peak is given. 
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Figure 2-3. MBP-Glutathione CNBr: F AB-MS & HPLC Data. 
(a) HPLC chromatograph of MBP-glutathione which has been treated 
with CNBr and (b) FAB-MS analysis of the HPLC fraction collected. 
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Figure 2-4. MBP-Glutathione hv: FAB-MS & HPLC Data. (a) 
HPLC Chromatograph of MBP-glutathione hv photolysis mixture. The 
HPLC peaks which contain MBP-glutathione hv are indicated, and (b) 
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Prediction of Photocross ... linking Sites 
by Molecular Modeling 
34 
Introduction 
The initial reaction of MBP with T 121 C should occur in a 
predetermined position with the maleimide moiety of MBP reacting with 
the sulfhydryl group of Cys121 in T121C. However, the sites of 
photoinsertion of the benzophenone moiety of MBP into C-H bonds are 
unknown. U sing molecular modeling, predictions of the amino acids 
which are candidates for reacting with benzophenone can be made. 
The prediction of photoinsertion sites is based on the Henderson e t 
al. (1990) model of BR. Coordinates for the Henderson et al. (1990) 
model of BR were obtained via anonymous FTP from the Protein Data 
Bank, 
Brookhaven National Laboratory. All calculations were performed on the 
SYBYL software (TRIPOS Associates, St. Louis, MO) at the Bimolecular 
Computing Resource at the Medical University of South Carolina. 
Knowing the predicted photoinsertion sites of MBP is useful in many 
ways. Since different mass spectrometers have different mass range 
capabilities, the predicted molecular weights of the CNBr peptide 
fragmen ts of the photocross-linked protein will serve as a guide for 
selection of a mass spectrometer capable of detecting the fragment. It 
will also indicate if the peptide fragment may require further digestion 
to be detectable on a specific mass spectrometer. The predicted 
molecular weight data will also aid in the interpretation of MS data. 
Lastly, the ultimate results of this project, the determination of the sites 
of photoinsertion of MBP, compared to the predicted sites of insertion 
will reflect the usability of the Henderson model as an accurate model 
for BR structure. 
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Materials and Methods 
Materials. All molecular modeling calculations were performed on a 
desktop Macintosh computer networked to an SGI challenge M server 
runnIng the Sybyl molecular modeling software (TRIPOS, St. Louis, MO). 
All software and computers used were located in the Bimolecular 
Computing Resource at the MUSC library. 
Methods. The Henderson et al. (1990) BR model was imported on the 
computer from the Brookhaven crystal data bank by Biopolomer 
Brookhaven Incorporated. Using the SYBYL software, the following tasks 
were performed. T121C was produced from the WT-BR Henderson model 
by changing the threonine residue at position 121 to a cysteine residue. 
MBP was "synthesized" and "docked" to T 121 C at Cys 121. All amino 
o 
acids within a lOA radius from the Cys 121-maleimide bond were 
identified. 
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Results and Discussion 
Using molecular modeling and the current model for BR structure, 
amIno acids are determined which are candidates for reacting with MBP 
during the photolysis reaction. A picture of the possible orientation of 
MBP within the hydrophobic interior of T 121 C is given in Figure 3-1. A 
list of the amino acid candidates to undergo photoinsertion with MBP is 
given in Figure 3-2. Figure 3-3 depicts the photoinsertion candidates in a 
2-D structure of T121C. 
MBP is predicted to be able to photocross-link with three CNBr 
fragments of T121C: fragment 6, fragment 7, and fragment 9. 
Photoinsertion into fragment 7 would produce no observable change In 
molecular weight by MS alone because fragment 7 itself contains Cys 121 
bound to MBP. Photocross-linking of MBP to CNBr fragment 6 or 9 would 
be observable by MS as an increase of the molecular weight of the 
fragment by 3194.80 daltons (the molecular weight of fragment 7 bound 
to MBP): a molecular weight of 8596.03 daltons would be observed for 
fragment 6 photoinsertion, and 8234.77 daltons would be observed for 
fragment 9 photoinsertion. Although the appearance of a molecular 
weight of 8596.03 by MS would indicate photocross-linking to fragment 
6, the possibility exists in which MBP has photoinserted into several 
amIno acid residues within the CNBr fragment. 
HPLC profiles of photolysis samples have been reported as having 
broad, late eluting peaks which are postulated to contain the photocross-
linking products (Leszyk et aI., 1987, 1988). The appearance of such 
broad HPLC peaks during these experiments would suggest that 
photocross-linking has occurred. 
Knowing the predicted sites for photoinsertion will aid in the analysis 
of MS and HPLC data and in the application of MS and HPLC to the 
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project. In order to ultimately determine the exact site of 
photoinsertion by tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), the mass of the 
CNBr cleavage peptides must be below 2500 daltons (as discussed in 
Chapter 2). Therefore, the photolysed sample must be further digested 
into peptide fragments consisting of molecular weights amenable for 
detection by MS/MS. In this manner, the molecular modeling data has 
aided in the future determination of the experimental design of the 
project. 
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Figure 3-1. TI21C-MBP Representation. Computer generated 
picture of a possible orientation of MBP within the hydrophobic 
interior of T121C. 
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Figure 3-3. Predicted Sites of MBP Photoinsertion: 2-D 
Representation. Predicted sites of MBP photoinsertion are 
indicated in the 2-D picture of T121e. 
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Chapter 4 
Application of MBP-Glutathione Cross-linking 
Methodology to T121C 
42 
Introduction 
Using the tripeptide glutathione, a model study was performed and 
reported in Chapter 2 of this thesis which established the methodology 
for using MBP as a cross-linker. This chapter describes the cross-linking 
of MBP with T12lC utilizing the same experimental strategy of the model 
study. First, an HPLC and molecular weight profile was obtained of CNBr 
digested WT-BR and T12lC. Second, T12lC was allowed to react with 
MBP to produce TI21C-MBP which has Cysl21 bound to the maleimide 
portion of MBP. Third, T121 C-MBP was cleaved with CNBr. The resulting 
cleavage fragments were separated on HPLC. The peptide digest was 
analyzed by MS to establish the Cys12l-maleimide bond. Fourth, T121C-
MBP was irradiated to produce T121C-MBP hv which consisted of the 
photocross-linking products. Lastly, T12lC-MBP hv was treated with 
CNBr, the peptide fragments were separated by HPLC, and the CNBr digest 
was analyzed by MS to examine the extent of photocross-linking. 
The point mutation of Thr121 to Cys, the Cys121-maleimide bond, 
and the photocross-linking sites of MBP can possibly be detected by using 
the two analytical techniques from the protocol described above, mass 
spectrometry and HPLC. With the point mutation, the addition of MBP, 
and the photoinsertion of MBP comes characteristic molecular weight 
changes which can be detected by MS. The molecular weight of CNBr 
digest fragment 7 reveals the first two changes in peptide composition: 
I) the point mutation increases the molecular weight of fragment 7 from 
2915.41 to 2917.52 and 2) the addition of MBP increases the molecular 
weight from 2917.52 to 3194.80. The molecular weights of the CNBr 
fragments of T121C and T121C-MBP are given in Figure 4-1. The 
molecular weights of the predicted photolysis products are discussed In 
Chapter 3 of this thesis. Also expected are changes in the HPLC profile of 
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the protein with the point mutation and the cross-linking of MBP within 
T 121 C. The change in protein composition from the point mutation 
and the addition of MBP will once again only affect the detection of CNBr 
fragment 7. The elution time of this fragment may be altered with the 
changes of the fragment's composition. Photocross-linking of MBP to 
T12lC will result in possible CNBr fragments with higher molecular 
weights, and these new fragments with an adequate concentration will be 
observable on the HPLC chromatograph as late eluting peaks (see 
discussion In Chapter 3). Although the point mutation produces a 
change in the HPLC profile from that of WT-BR to T12lC (Figure 4-2), 
there are no observable differences in the HPLC chromatographs of 
TI2lC, T121C-MBP, and T12lC-MBP hv (Figure 4-3). But the changes In 
elution times of fragments may be hidden within an existing elution 
peak. 
Initial experiments of cross-linking MBP with TI2lC performed USing 
MALDI-MS revealed a peptide fragment with an approximate molecular 
weight of 3200.42 (this MALDI-MS sample was externally calibrated) 
(Figure 4-4). This was postulated to be MBP bound to CNBr digest 
fragment 7. With the maleimide-Cys121 bond established, the Tl21C-
MBP sample was sent to Dr. Ebrey's lab at the University of Illinois for 
proton pumping and spectral analysis while I began to perform the 
photolysis experiments. The spectral analysis of T12IC-MBP and the 
T 121 C sample used in the synthesis gave interesting results. Both 
samples had the same proton pumping efficiencies and absorbance 
maXIma which would imply MBP does not alter T121C structure (Figure 
4-5). But neither sample was found to undergo dark adaptation (Figure 
4-5). Those samples that did not undergo dark adaptation are indicated 
by: (LA only); samples that did dark adapt are indicated by: (LA/DA). 
All photolysis experiments were performed on T 121 C samples that 
'" underwent dark adaptation. 
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When BR is in the dark adapted (DA) form, the chomophore exists In 
equivalent amounts of all-trans retinal and 13-cis retinal. Upon 
illumination, the 13-cis form of the chromophore is photoisomerized to 
all-trans retinal. This form of BR which is active in proton translocation 
across the membrane contains only the all-trans retinal is called light 
adapted (LA) BR (Oesterhelt et al., 1973; Sperling et al., 1977). LA and 
DA BR are distinguishable by their characteristic absorption maxima: 1) 
LABR Amax = 568 nm and 2) DA BR Amax = 558 nm, approximately. Feng 
et ale (1994) reported T121e also undergoes dark adaptation which IS 
observed in the slightly blue-shifted (5-10 nm) absorbance maxima of 
T121e: 1) LA BR Amax = 558 nm and 2) DA BR Amax = 548 nm, 
approximately (Figure 4-6). The discrepancy in the ability of T121C to 
show dark adaptation between Feng's T121C sample and the T121e used 
in this experiment was explored by testing four separately grown T 121 C 
samples. All of these samples were found to undergo dark adaptation. 
A representative absorption spectrum is given in Figure 4-7. 
Repercussions of the inability of the T 121 C sample which did not dark 
adapt are discussed in the Results and Discussion portion of this 
chapter. Based on these absorbance results, the reaction of MBP with 
T121C was performed again using a T121e sample shown to undergo 
dark adaptation. 
The subsequent experiments gave encouragIng results which imply 
MBP incorporation into the protein. 1) A 3195.7 molecular weight peak 
(the molecular weight of CNBr digest fragment 7 plus MBP) is observed by 
MALDI-MS (Figure 4-16). 2) Differences in T121C-MBP and T121C-MBP hv 
MALDI-MS data suggests photoinsertion has occurred (Figures 4-4 & 4-
14). 3) An increase of mass in the range of the molecular weight of MBP 
is observed between the MALDI-MS analysis of the intact T121C and 
T121C-MBP proteins. 
However the existence of a MBP-Cys 121 bond cannot be absolutely 
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established from these data. 1) The 3195.7 m/z peak may be a 
formylation product of another CNBr fragment. 2) The new molecular 
weight peaks postulated to be photolysis products observed by MALDI-MS 
analysis of T121C-MBP hv may be the result of unusual or inefficient 
CNBr digestion of the protein. 3) The difference in mass between the 
intact proteins T121C and T121C-MBP, 321 daltons, is not 277.28 (the 
molecular weight of MBP). Other methods for establishing the MBP-
Cys 121 bond are discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Materials and Methods 
Materials. The HPLC system used for this project consisted of a 
Waters 501 Dual Pump System, a Waters U6K injector, and a Waters 486 
Tunable Absorbance Detector (UV lamp was a deuterium arc lamp; path 
length was 10 mm; cell volume is 8 J..lI). These components were linked 
to the Baseline 810 Chromatography Workstation via the Waters System 
Interface Module. All files were saved to disk, and hard copies were 
obtained on an NEe Pinwriter P6200 printer. The molecular weights of 
samples were obtained on a JEOL HX110/HXII0 four sector mass 
spectrometer. Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) has 
been carried out on a custom built TOF mass spectrometer equipped 
with a Laser Science VSL-337ND nitrogen laser. The MALDI technique is 
better than F AB ionization for detecting peptides of several thousand 
daltons to hundreds of thousands. Absorbance spectra were obtained 
on a Hewlett Packard HP 8452A Diode-Array Spectrophotometer with a 
Vectra 486/33L computer employing the UV-Visible General Scanning 
Software HP-89532A. The spectrophotometer has a deuterium lamp as 
the light source with a UV -Visible wavelength range of 190 nm to 820 
nm. Hard copies were obtained on a HP Desk Jet 500 printer. MBP was 
purchased from Molecular Probes, Inc. (Eugene, OR), and TFA was 
purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co., Inc. (Milwaukee, WI). HPLC grade 
water and acetonitrile were obtained from Curtin Matheson Scientific, 
Inc. Chempure Brand (Houston, TX), and HPLC grade isopropanol was 
obtained from EM Science (Gibbstown, NJ). Glycerol, formic acid, 
dithiothreitol (DTT), and CNBr were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. 
(St. Louis, MO). Ethanol was purchased from Pharmco Products, Inc. 
(Brookfield, CT). Formamide was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair 
Lawn, NJ). 
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Methods. Synthesis of T121C-MBP. A solution of T121C (T121C was 
synthesized as described by Feng et ai., 1994) (6 fig, 0.231 J.lfiol) In 50 
mM sodium phosphate buffer (500 J.lI), pH 7.4 and MBP (1.6 mg, 5.78 
J.lmol) in formamide (500 J.lI, extensive sonication was necessary to get 
MBP in solution) in a 1 :25 molar ratio respectively was stirred in the 
dark at 4°C for 72 hours. The reaction mixture was quenched by adding 
a 50 molar excess of DTT (.0446 mg, 289 f1,mol) to MBP. 
Synthesis of T121C-MBP hv. T121C-MBP was washed In the following 
manner to remove unreacted MBP, unreacted DTT, and MBP-DTT. The 
reaction mixture of T121C-MBP was spun down at 40,000 rpm and 4°C for 
30 minutes using a Beckman Tabletop Ultracentrifuge. The resulting 
pellet was resuspended in the reaction solvent of 1: 1 sodium phosphate 
buffer:formamide (1 ml). The sample was spun down again under the 
same conditions, and the pellet was resuspended in distilled water (I 
ml). This sample was spun down for the third time, and the pellet was 
resuspended in distilled water (2.5 ml). Absorbance spectra were taken 
between washes in order to detect any destruction to the protein from 
the mUltiple washes and to detect any observable traces of MBP-DTT in 
the solution (Figure 4-11). Neither protein denaturation nor MBP-DTT 
were observed in the spectral data. The washed T12IC-MBP in 2.5 ml 
distilled water was purged with argon to remove any dissolved oxygen In 
the solution. The purged sample in a Pyrex test tube (this test tube will 
block low wavelength light which may damage the protein) was 
irradiated with 350 nm light for 30 minutes at 4°C. The resulting T121C-
MBP hv was lyophilized to remove solvent and delipidated for 
subsequent digestion with CNBr. 
Deiipidation of WT-BR, T121C, T121C-MBP, and T121C-MBP hv. 
Samples (6 mg) were lyophilized to remove solvent and the residue 
redissolved in 88% formic acid. The samples were next diluted to 70:30 
ethanol:88% formic acid in ~ total volume of 3-5 m!. Samples were 
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sonicated if necessary. Samples were then loaded onto a Sephadex LH-20 
column. The Sephadex beads were loaded onto the column with 1000/0 
ethanol, and the packed column was equilibrated with 70:30 
ethanol:88% formic acid. (Gerber et al., 1979) One ml fractions were 
collected and analyzed by UV -Vis spectrophotometry for protein content. 
Those fractions containing protein have an absorbance of 280 nm. These 
fractions were combined and next evaporated on a SpeedVac 
concentrator. 
CNBr Cleavage. The delipidated protein (2-6 mg) was dissolved In 
88% formic acid and then diluted to 70% formic acid (1 ml final 
volume). A 500 fold molar excess of CNBr was added to the solution, and 
the reaction vessel stirred for 24 hours in the dark under a nitrogen 
atmosphere. The digest solution was lyophilized to remove solvent, and 
the residue redissolved in 500/0 formic acid for injection on HPLC. 
HPLC Fractionation. A Vydac 218TP54 C4 Reverse Phase column (25 
cm x 4.6 mm) connected to a Waters HPLC system was used to separate 
CNBr peptide fragments. The gradient used was: initial 30% B, 0-15 
minutes 30-45% B, 15-55 minutes 45-70% B, and 55-75 minutes 70-1000/0 
B. The gradient was run using the following solvent system: solvent A 
was 100% water plus 0.1 % trifluoroacetic acid (TFA), and solvent B was 
2: 1 isopropanol/acetonitrile plus 0.07% TFA. Absorbance was monitored 
at 214 nm. Samples were collected for analysis by mass spectrometry. 
FAB Mass Spectrometry. Glycerol (5 J.d) was added to the fractions 
collected off HPLC, and the fractions were dried down on a SpeedVac 
concentrator. WT -BR fractions were resuspended In dimethyl formamide 
(DMF) (3 JlI) for application to the probe tip and injection into the mass 
analyzer. Tl2le and TI21C-MBP fractions (1 JlI) were placed on a probe 
tip which contains 100% nitrobenzyl alcohol (1 JlI). Next 1% TFA (0.5 JlI) 
was added to insure protonation of the sample peptides. The probe tip 
was then inserted in the m({ss analyzer. Spectra were recorded from m/z 
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o to 5000. 
MALDI Mass Spectrometry. Lyophilized WT-BR and T121C HPLC 
samples were resuspended in 70% acetonitrile/0.1 % TFA (10-20 fll). This 
peptide solution (1 fll) was combined with a matrix solution in the same 
solvent (3 fll) and was applied to a probe tip (0.5 fll) to air dry for 
insertion into the TOF mass spectrometer. The UV -absorbing matrix used 
was a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnanic acid (50 mM). Lyophilized T 121 C-MBP 
and T121C-MBP hv CNBr digest mixtures (1 mg) were resuspended in 3:2 
formic acid (FA): 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFP) (60-150 fll). 
This peptide solution (1 fll) was mixed with a matrix solution of 
sinapinic acid (50 mM in 70% formic acid) (3 fll) and allowed to air dry 
on the probe tip for insertion into the mass analyzer. Internal molecular 
weight standards were applied to the dry probe tip in the following 
compositions: 1) insulin (1 mg/ml in water):a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnanic 
acid 1:3 (0.1 fll) and 2) cytochrome c (2 mg/ml in water):sinapinic acid 
(50 mM in acetonitrile) 1:3 (0.1 fll). Intact T121C and TI21C-MBP 
proteins (1 mg) were also resuspended in 3:2 FA:HFP (20 fll) and 
combined with the sinapinic acid matrix in a 1:3 protein:matrix ratio. 
Sinapinic acid in acetone (0.5 fll) was applied to the probe tip and 
allowed to dry. The 1:3 protein: matrix solution (0.3 fll) was then added 
on top. After the smaple was dry the soybean trypsin inhibitor (SBTI) 
internal standard was spotted on the side of the probe tip. The matrix 
used for SBTI was sinapinic acid in acetonitrile (50 mM). 
Proton Pumping and Light/Dark Adaptation Studies. All proton 
pumping and light/dark adaptation studies were performed at the 
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign by Dr. Tom G. Ebrey's 
laboratory. The spectrophometric studies were performed as previously 
described by Feng et al. (1994) The pumping of protons by T121C-MBP 
and T 121 C was monitored by the pH sensitive dye pyranine. Pyranine 
.. 
absorbance maxima is 460 nm, and this peak decreases upon 
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protonation of pyranlne. Samples are dissolved in unbuffered KCI (100 
mM, 200e), and by addition of NaOH (1.0 M) the pH is adjusted to 7 
(±O. 1). 
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Results and Discussion 
Determining the peptide content of each peak In the HPLC trace from 
separation of a cleavage fragment mixture by MS produces an HPLC map 
of the protein. With this map, specific CNBr digestion fragments can be 
collected for subsequent studies. The ability to selectively acquire 
peptide fragments is advantageous In many ways. 1) Purification of 
peptide fragments aid in the visibility of the molecular weight peak on 
MS. 2) The fragment containing the maleimide-Cys 121 bond can be 
isolated. The isolation of the fragment is crucial for establishing the 
ability of MBP to enter the hydrophobic interior of T 121 C and to react 
with Cys 121. Reasons for this are discussed later. 3) Photolysis products 
can be collected for further digestion. Once the sample is photolyzed, 
the postulated resulting peptides are too large for sensitive detection by 
FAB-MS. The photolysis products should be collected and subjected to 
further digestion for analysis by FAB-MS. This is necessary if MS/MS will 
be used on the sample in the future to determine photocross-linking sites 
as discussed earlier. Also a pure sample of the photocross-linking 
products is needed if amino acid sequencing will be used to determine 
photocross-linking sites. 4) The progression of the molecular weight of 
CNBr cleavage fragment 7 from WT-BR to T121C to TI2IC-MBP to T121C-
MBP hv can be observed. The observance of this expected molecular 
weight progression will confirm that the cross-linking is actually 
occurrIng. 
WT-BR CNBr digestion fragments were separated by HPLC, and the 
fractions were collected for analysis by MALDI-MS (Figure 4-8) and FAB-
MS (Figure 4-9). Overall, 14.5% of the protein was seen by FAB-MS, and 
40.7% was seen by MALDI-MS (the MALDI sample was externally 
calibrated). Beischel (1992) was able to identify 49% of the amino acids 
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in WT-BR using FAB-MS. CNBr fragments 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 were detected, 
and fragments 2 and 5 were confirmed by MS/MS. 
31.5% of the amino acid residues of the CNBr digestion fragments of 
T121C were identified by FAB-MS. The HPLC profile and FAB-MS map of 
T121C is given in Figure 4-10. 40.7% of T121C is observed by MALDI-MS. 
Representative MALDI-MS data is given in Figure 4-12, and the HPLC 
profile and MALDI-MS map of T121C is given in Figure 4-13 (the T121C 
MALDI sample was externally calibrated). 
The initial syntheses of T121C-MBP were performed uSIng a T121C 
sample which did not undergo dark adaptation. Analysis of T121C-MBP 
(LA only) CNBr digestion fragments separated by HPLC by FAB-MS 
revealed 51.6% of the amino acid residues (Figure 4-15). MALDI-MS 
analysis of the entire CNBr digestion mixture on the probe tip showed a 
3200.42 m/z peak which was postulated to be CNBr fragment 7 plus MBP 
(Figure 4-4) (the T121C-MBP LA only sample was externally calibrated). 
However, spectral analysis by Ebrey's lab revealed neither the T 121 C nor 
the T121C-MBP sample underwent dark adaptation. This lack of ability 
to dark adapt may have been the result of a denatured T121C or may 
have been a discovery that the initial report that T121C did undergo 
dark adaptation was in error. Four T121C samples were then tested, and 
all were found to undergo dark adaptation (Figure 4-7). So it can be 
concluded that the T 121 C sample which did not dark adapt was unIque 
in its absorbance behavior. Since T121e is used as a model for BR 
structure in this study, a T121C sample should be used which has 
similar characteristics as WT-BR. Therefore, the reaction of T121C and 
MBP was repeated using a sample of T121C which was shown to undergo 
dark adaptation. 
Analysis of a CNBr digestion mixture of T121C-MBP (LA/DA) is gIven In 
Figure 4-4 (the T121C-MBP LA/DA sample is internally calibrated with 
insulin and cytochrome c). .. These results were encouraging in that a 
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3195.7 m/z peak was observed which corresponds to the molecular 
weight of MBP bound to CNBr fragment 7 (Figure 4-1 and 4-16). Several 
possibilities exist for the interpretation of this peak: 1) This was the 
MBP-fragment 7 peak. 2) The peak may have been a formylation 
product of the fragment of molecular weight 3141.06 (Figure 4-16). The 
CNBr cleavage was performed in formic acid, and serine and threonine 
residues can be formylated. This formylation of residues was observed In 
MALDI-MS data as a multiplet having molecular weight peaks In 
increments of 28. 3) Another possibility was the MBP-fragment 7 peak 
may not be taken up efficiently by the matrix for subsequent ionization. 
This would result in the absence of the peak on the MALDI-MS data. 4) 
Little incorporation of MBP into T121C may occur which would make the 
detection of the MBP-fragment 7 peak difficult to resolve on MS. 5) And 
because the MALDI-MS sample contained the entire CNBr digest, many 
fragments were "competing" for ionization. Therefore, a weak MBP-
fragment 7 peak could be obscured by signals the at 3141.06 and 
3207.37 m/z. An example of the absence of a peak was seen in Figure 4-
4. The internal standard, insulin, was observed a 5733 m/z. This peak 
was so large it concealed the peaks at 5112 and 5408 m/z which were 
seen when insulin was not added to the probe tip_ 
There are also several possibilities for the differences between the 
MALDI-MS results for T121C-MBP (LA only) and T121C-MBP (LA/DA). 
First, the T 121 C sample which did not dark adapt could have been 
denatured or contained spontaneous point mutations. Second, the 
T121C-MBP (LA/DA) sample may have been more efficiently cleaved by 
CNBr than T121C-MBP (LA only). Older CNBr crystals were used to cleave 
T121C-MBP (LA only). To eliminate this possibility, fresh CNBr crystals 
should be used for each digestion. 
MALDI-MS data for the photolyzed T121C-MBP, T121C-MBP hv, also 
suggested that MBP had reacted with Cys 121 in that new molecular 
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weight peaks were observed in the TI21C-MBP hv mass spectrum (the 
TI21C-MBP hv LA/DA sample was internally calibrated with insulin and 
cytochrome c). The photolysis experiment was postulated to produce 
new fragments with new molecular weights. Based on the molecular 
modeling studies, MBP was predicted to photocross-link with fragments 6, 
7, and 9. The new molecular weights of the resulting peptides were 
8596.03 m/z for fragment 6 photoinsertion, and 8234.77 m/z for 
fragment 9 photoinsertion. However, the following new molecular weight 
peaks were observed: 1) 4167.74, 2) 8427.21, 3) 9089.8, 4) 9367.96, 5) 
9630.61, 6) 10614.5, and 7) 10905.3 m/z (Figures 4-4 and 4-14). The 
photocross-linking of MBP-fragment 7 within the protein may have 
hindered the ability of CNBr to efficiently cleave the protein. Therefore 
unexpected cleavage fragments may have been observed. This inefficient 
cleavage may have occurred at fragment 7, at the fragment which 
contained the photoinsertion, or both. This possibility made the 
interpretation difficult of the new molecular weights observed in the 
T121C-MBP hv MALDI-MS data. But the MALDI-MS data did suggest 
photoinsertion had occurred based on the appearance of molecular 
weight peaks which were not observed in the TI21C-MBP MALDI-MS data 
(Figures 4-4 and 4-14). 
MALDI-MS data of the intact T121C and T121C-MBP proteins also 
suggested the presence of a MBP-CysI21 bond (the intact T121C and 
T 121 C-MBP samples were internally calibrated with soybean trypsin 
inhibitor). Samples of TI21C-MBP and T121C which had not been 
subjected to CNBr digestion or delipidation were analyzed by MALDI-MS 
in the hopes of observing an increase of molecular weight from T 121 C to 
T121C-MBP by 277.28, the molecular weight of MBP. And an increase was 
seen, but the difference was 321 not 277.28 m/z. This was still an 
encouraging result. First, the molecular weight increase was seen in the 
sample postulated to contain the MB P-Cys 121 bond. Second, the 
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Increase In molecular weight was in the range of 277.28. An Increase of 
50 or 1000 would not suggest MBP incorporation. Third, the 44 
difference between 277 and 321 may have been within error limits In the 
calculation of the molecular weight of the intact proteins. T 121 C was 
found to be 27,266 +/- 67 m/z, and TI21C-MBP was 27,587 +/- 124 m/z. 
Once again, although the experimental data were not in exact agreement 
with expected data, the observed data were encouraging for the existence 
of a MBP-CysI21. Suggestions for the further examination of MBP 
incorporation into T121C are given in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 4·1. CNBr Digestion Peptide Fragments: BR, T121C, 
& TI21C·MBP. The expected molecular weights for the CNBr 
digestion peptide fragments for (a) BR, (b) TI2IC, and (c) TI2Ie-MBP 
are gIven. 
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(a) Number FraQrnent homoserine homoserine lactone 
1 1-20 2209.56 2191.54 
1&2 1-32 3460.06 3442.05 
2 21-32 1269.53 1251.51 
2&3 21-56 3778.43 3760.41 
3 33-56 2527.92 2509.91 
3&4 33-60 2992.44 2974.43 
4 57-60 483.54 465.53 
4&5 57-68 1302.51 1284.50 
~ 5 61-68 837.99 819.98 
5&6 61-118 6238.22 6220.20 
6 69-118 5419.25 5401.23 
6&7 69-145 8333.65 8315.64 
7 119-145 2933.43 2915.41 
7&8 119-163 5014.87 4996.86 
8 146-163 2100.47 2082.45 
8&9 146-209 7139.43 7121.41 
9 164-209 5057.98 5039.97 
9&10 164-248 8884.31 
10 210-248 3845.34 
(b) Number Fraament homoserine homoserine lactone 
1 1-20 2209.56 2191.54 
1&2 1-32 3460.06 3442.05 
2 21-32 1269.53 1251.51 
2&3 21-56 3778.43 3760.41 
3 33-56 2527.92 2509.91 
3&4 33-60 2992.44 2974.43 
4 57-60 483.54 465.53 
4&5 57-68 1302.51 1284.50 
~ 5 61-68 837.99 819.98 
5&6 61-118 6238.22 6220.20 
6 69-118 5419.25 5401.23 
6&7 69-145 8335.69 8317.68 
I 7 119-145 2935.47 2917.52 
7&8 119-163 50,16.91 4998.90 
8 146-163 2100.47 2082.45 
8&9 146-209 7139.43 7121.41 
9 164-209 5057.98 5039.97 
9&10 164-248 8884.31 
10 210-248 3845.34 
(c) Number Fragment homoserine homoserine lactone 
1 1-20 2209.56 2191.54 
1&2 1-32 3460.06 3442.05 
2 21-32 1269.53 1251.51 
2&3 21-56 3778.43 3760.41 
3 33-56 2527.92 2509.91 
3&4 33-60 2992.44 2974.43 
4 57-60 483.54 465.53 
4&5 57-68 1302.51 1284.50 
~ 5 61-68 837.99 819.98 
5&6 61-118 6238.22 6220.20 
6 69-118 5419.25 5401.23 
6&7 69-145 8612.97 8594.96 
I 7 119-145 3212.75 3194.80 
7&8 119-163 5294.19 5276.18 
8 146-163 2100.47 2082.45 
8&9 146-209 7139.43 7121.41 
9 164-209 5057.98 5039.97 
9&10 164-248 8884.31 
10 210-248 3845.34 
Figure 4-2. HPLC Comparison: TI2IC, TI2IC-MBP, & 
TI2IC·MBP bv. The HPLC chromatographs of CNBr digested (a) 
T121C, (b) T121C-MBP, and (c) T121C-MBP hv. Comparisons are 
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Figure 4-3. HPLC Comparison: BR vs. TI2IC. The HPLC 
chromatographs of CNBr digested (a) BR and (b) T121C are given. 
Comparisons are discussed in the text. 
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Figure 4 .. 4. MALDI .. MS Comparison: T121C .. MBP (LA only), 
T121C ... MBP (LA A), & T121C ... MBP hv. MALDI 
of (a) T121C-MBP (LA only) 
,(b) 121C-MBP (LA/DA) (internally calibrated 
and (c) 121C-MBP hv (i ally 
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Figure 4-5. Absorbance Spectra and Proton Pumping 
Efficiencies of Tl2lC (LA only) & TI2IC .. MBP (LA only). (a) 
Absorbance spectrum of T121C (LA only), (b) Absorbance spectrum 
T121C-MBP (LA only), (c) Overlay of proton pumping efficiencies 
121 only) and T121C-MBP (LA only), and (d) Overlay of 
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Figure 4-6. Absorbance Spectra and Proton Pumping 
Efficiencies of WT-BR and T121C. (a) Absorbance spectrum of 
WT-BR, (b) Absorbance spectrum of T121C, (c) Proton pumping 
efficiency of WT-BR, and (d) Proton pumping efficiency of T121C. 
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Figure 4 ... 7. Representative Absorbance Spectrum of Tl2le 
(LA/DA) Sample. Representative absorbance spectrum of one 
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Figure 4 .. 8. HPLC Molecular Weight Map of WT-BR Using 
MALDI .. MS. A partial HPLC molecular weight map of WT-BR. 





frag# MH+ Obs MH+Ex)] 
~ J 1 2192.37 2191.54 fJ \ r'1 1.00 
0 
I I I ) 2 1250.07 1251.51 
3 2208.44 2209.56 
1,7 7 2917.45 2915.41 
0. 50 1 I \ 
3! ~ 8 2081.58 2082.45 
0.00 2 .00 4.00 s.oo 8.00 
x iOi Minutes 
Figure 4-9. HPLC Molecular Weight Map of WT-BR Using 
FAB-MS. A partial HPLC molecular weight map of WT-BR. 





~ 1.00 J It frag# MH+Obs MH+Exp 
0 
I I I ~ 1 2191.10 2191.54 
2 1250.70 1250.72 
1 4 484.20 483.25 o .50 ~ I ~ I • 
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x 101 Minutes 
Figure 4·10. HPLC Molecular Weight Map of T12lC Using 
FAB·MS. A partial HPLC molecular weight map of T121C. 
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fra2 __ # MH+Obs MH+ExD 
1 2191.40 2191.54 
2 1250.80 1250.72 
3 2509.30 2509.91 
3&4 2973.76 2974.43 
8 2081.40 2082.45 
Figure 4-11. Washes of T121C-MBP. a) Absorbance spectrum 
of T121C-MBP reaction mixture, b) Absorbance spectrum after 
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reaction lUixture: 
-T121C in sodiulU phosphate buffer 
-MBP in forlllaDlide 
-DTT (to quench MBP) 
after washes to relllove DTT & MBP: 
-wash #1: 1:1 forlllamide:SP buffer 
-wash #2: water 
after photolysis: 
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Figure 4-12. Representative MALDI Mass Spectrum of 
T121C. A MALDI mass spectrum of an HPLC fraction from the CNBr 
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Figure 4-13. HPLC Molecular Weight Map of T121C Using 
MALDI-MS. A partial HPLC molecular weight map of T121C. 
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fra2# MH+Obs MH+Exp 
1 2192.23 2191.54 
2 1253.94 1251.51 
3 · 2529.32 2527.92 
7 2918.67 2917.52 
8 2101.76 2100.47 
Figure 4-14. MALDI-MS Comparison: TI21C-MBP (LA/DA) 
vs. TI21C-MBP bv. A comparison of (a) TI2le-MBP (LA/DA) and 
(b) T12lC-MBP hv. Molecular weight peaks observed in TI2IC-MBP 
hv which are not seen in TI2Ie-MBP (LA/DA) are postulated to be 
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Figure 4-15. HPLC Molecular Weight Map of TI21C-MBP 
Using FAB-MS. A partial HPLC molecular weight map of T121C-
MBP. Molecular weights of the CNBr digestion fragments were 
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Figure 4·16. Postulated MBP-Fragment 7 Peak. The 3195.7 
m/z is postulated to be MBP-CNBr digestion fragment 7. The sample 
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Chapter 5 
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The use of MBP as a heterobifunctional cross-linker was assessed in a 
model study with the tripeptide glutathione. The two reactive moieties 
of MBP, the maleimide portion and the benzophenone portion, were 
shown to bind to cysteine residues and to undergo C-H bond 
photoinsertion, respectively, by FAB-MS analysis. The methodology 
developed in this model study was applied to cross-linking MBP with the 
BR mutant T121C. 
Amino acid residues In T 121 C were evaluated for the potential to 
undergo photoinsertion by the benzophenone region in MBP. Those 
residues which were found to be candidates for the photolysis reaction 
were selected based on molecular modeling and the current model for BR 
structure. 
WT-BR and T121C were digested with CNBr, and the resulting cleavage 
fragments were separated by HPLC. MALDI-MS and FAB-MS analysis of 
the HPLC fractions produced partial HPLC molecular weight maps of the 
proteins. The ability to cleave the protein and detect the molecular 
weight of the digest fragment was the basis with which to establish the 
Thr 121 Cys point mutation, the formation of the maleimide-Cys 121 
bond, and the production of photolysis products. However, despite 
much encouraging data, the formation of the maleimide-Cys 121 bond 
was not definitively established. 
The objective of this research was to develop methodology for uSIng 
MBP as a cross-linker. Although this goal was reached, the usefulness of 
MBP cross-linking with T 121 C has yet to be determined. For MBP to be 
used as a molecular ruler in T121C with which to determine interhelical 
distances, the maleimide-Cys 121 bond must be established. 
Several methods and techniques exist which may be used to 
determine if a bond has formed between MBP and Cys121. First, a 14C_ 
labeled MBP (Tao et aI., 1985) used in the synthesis of T121C-MBP would 
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result in a maleimide-Cysl21 bond detectable by a scintillation counter. 
Second, the molecular weight peak of MBP-fragment 7 may have been 
overshadowed by other digestion fragment peaks in the MALDI-MS data 
as discussed in Chapter 4. If this was the case, MBP-fragment 7 should be 
separated from other fragments by HPLC and analyzed again by MALDI-
MS and FAB-MS. A pure sample would increase the chance that the 
molecular weight peak would be observed. Lastly, MBP-fragment 7 may 
not have been taken up efficiently in the UV -absorbing matrix used to 
ionize the fragment for detection by MALDI-MS. The use of another 
matrix may be necessary. 
The next phase of this project is to determine into which amIno acid 
residues does MBP photoinsert. From molecular modeling data, MBP is 
postulated to be capable of reacting with CNBr fragments 6, 7, and 9. 
The resultant CNBr fragments of the photolysis experiment (those 
predicted by molecular modeling and those believed to be observed by 
MALDI-MS in Chapter 4) fall above the optimal molecular weight 
capability of FAB-MS, and FAB ionization is used in MS/MS. If the 
photocross-linking sites are to be determined by MS/MS, the photolysis 
CNBr digest peptides must be subjected to another cleavage process. 
Beischel (1992) reports using trypsin to further cleave BR after CNBr 
digestion (Bosserhoff, 1989). 
Digestion of the photolysis CNBr fragments can be approached in the 
following general manner: 1) synthesize TI21C-MBP hv, 2) digest with 
CNBr and separate fragments on HPLC, 3) analyze HPLC fractions by 
MALDI-MS to determine where photolysis products elute on 
chromatograph, 4) run HPLC again and collect fractions which contain 
photolysis products, 5) if necessary, separate photolysis products by 
HPLC this time changing the gradient so as to get better separation, 6) 
analyze fractions by MALDI-MS to establish if the photolysis fragments 
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are pure (if they are pure, go to step 7), 7) collect individual photolysis 
fragments and subject each to trypsin digestion, and 8) analyze the 
individual trypsin digests by FAB-MS and MS/MS for MBP photoinsertion 
sites. Photoinsertion sites can also be determined by amino acid 
sequencIng of pure trypsin digest peptide fragments. A figure depicting a 
flow chart of the above experimental design is given in Figure 5-1. 
Trypsin digestion sites and CNBr digestion sites are given in the 2-D 
picture of T121C in Figure 5-2. 
The determination of MBP photocross-linking sites serves many 
purposes. First, interhelical distances of BR can be examined. Second, 
the accuracy of the molecular modeling software to predict photocross-
linking sites can be evaluated. Third, T 121 C and the Henderson et al. 
model (1990) can be assessed as models for BR structure. Most 
importantly, the use of MBP as a molecular ruler and heterobifunctional 
cross-linker is established as a possible new technique to add to the 
current methods for determining BR structure. 
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Figure 5-1. Trypsin Digestion Flow Chart. A flow chart for the 
trypsin digestion of T121C-MBP hv CNBr digestion fragments. This 
protocol can be used to produce photolysis fragments capable of 
ionization by FAB for subsequent analysis by MS/MS. From these 
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Determination of photocross-linking sites 
Figure 5-2. Two Dimensional Picture of BR with Trypsin 
and CNBr Cleavage Sites Indicated. A 2-D representation of 
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